Astract: A Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) fuzzy estimator variable structure control (VSC) which containing an on-line controller coefficient tuned with the aim of a fuzzy back stepping algorithm. Satisfactory trajectories tracking among the internal combustion engine (IC engine) air to fuel ratio and the preferred input is certified in this paper. The fuzzy controller deployed in developed fuzzy estimator variable structure controller works using Lyapunov fuzzy inference system (FIS) with least model based rule base. Function among variable structure function, error and the error's rate is represented by model. The outputs show fuel ratio. The fuzzy back stepping tactic is an on-line variable structure function fixing with the aim of an adaptive approach. MIMO fuzzy estimator and VSC performance with an on-line fuzzy back stepping algorithm (FBAFVSC) tuned with the aim of controller coefficient is confirmed using a comparison with VSC and planned approach. Simulation outputs indicate excellent presentation of fuel ratio in attendance of ambiguity and exterior annoyance.
Introduction
Modeling of a whole IC engine is an extremely significant and difficult procedure since nonlinear, multi inputs-multi outputs and time variant engines. Precise modeling aims to keep expansion expenses of real engines and decreasing damaging risk of an engine during controller designs validation. However, A small model can be designed, implemented and validated and then can be used for a bigger problem. [7, 9] . IC engines dynamic modeling is deployed to explain the performance of this system aligned with model based controller designing and also for simulation. The association among nonlinear output formulation to electrical or mechanical source and the meticulous dynamic impacts to system behavior can be described using dynamic modeling. [1] . It is common for an internal combustion engine that a piston goes up and down in a cylinder transferring power using a connecting rod connected to a crank shaft. Engine cycle is known as frequent piston motion and crank shaft rotation when fuel and air go in and out from the cylinder using the ingestion and tire out valves. Otto engine developed by Nicolaus A. Otto in 1876 is the first and best internal combustion machine (Fig. 1 ). Otto createa a single engine cycle containing of four piston strokes which are: intake stroke, compression stroke, expansion stroke and exhaust stroke [7, 9] . Controller (control system) is a machine with the ability of information sensing from both linear and nonlinear system (e.g., IC engine) to progress the performance of systems [5, 3] . Open-loop and close-loop (feedback) are the main control systems. Control action is self-sufficient of the output using open-loop system. The control action is depended on the output in a close-loop system. In feedback control , plant variables should be kept near to the preferred value due to the existence of disturbances and also variable dynamic parameters. The most significant object in a lot of diverse majors of engineering is feedback control system expansion. The feedback controllers are categorized into two universal clusters'; positive feedback and negative feedback. The feedback signal can increase the result of the key in signal in a positive feedback and it can decrease the result of the input signal in a negative feedback. A simple negative feedback system with singleinput, single-output (SISO) is shown in figure 2. 
Objectives.
The major objective is to plan a MIMO fuzzy back stepping adaptive fuzzy estimation variable structure methodology which deployed to interior combustion engine with simple to design and apply. IC engine uses nonlinear dynamic and uncertain parameters accordingly; subsequent purposes pursuit in the explained research: To expand a chattering in a place pure variable structure controller versus ambiguity, to plan and apply a Lyapunov MIMO fuzzy structure variable controller to answer the equal problems with least rule base and lastly to expand a place fuzzy back stepping adaptive fuzzy inference variable structure controller to answer the annoyance refusal and decrease the calculation load.
Dynamic of IC engine.
In proposing a applicable engine model, the idea of the combustion procedure, nonstandard combustion, and cylinder pressure have to be acknowledged. The combustion procedure is comparatively easy and it commences with mixture of fuel and air together in the ingestion manifold and cylinder. The resulted air-fuel combination is ensnared inside cylinder after the intake valve(s) is blocked and then starts packed in [6] . By compressing air-fuel mixture, the force and heat is increased within the cylinder. Disparate of usual combustion, the cylinder force and heat preserve increase so fast that it can impulsively catch light the air-fuel combination resulting high occurrence cylinder force oscillations. These oscillations make metal cylinders to create pointed noises which are familiar as knock and can be resulted in unusual combustion. Cylinder pressure is a very significant physical factor that can be investigated from the combustion procedure. Proposing a model with the ability of producing cylinder force for every crank angle degree is essential. A model for calculating the cylinder pressure on total 720 degrees crank angle is formed with the aim of the following formulation [7, 9] :
where is pressure in cylinder, is Wiebe function, and is motoring pressure of a cylinder. Air fuel ratio is the mass ratio of air and fuel trapped inside the cylinder before combustion starts. Mathematically it is the mass of the air divided by the mass of the fuel as shown in the equation below: 
considering both situations in which the ratio is high or low, it is adjustable using increasing or decreasing of fuel per engine cycle amount entered into the cylinder. The fuel ratio deployed to find the fuel system should have a greater effect on the amount of fuel entered into the cylinder. Regard to the fact that nozzle straight fuel injection has an explicit fuel injection with an important cooling impact, many of them provides a more fast interaction to the preferred amount of fuel to an engine [8] .
Variable structure methodology.
Based on variable structure discussion, the control law for a multi degrees of freedom robot manipulator is written as [2, 10] :
Where, the model-based component $ %&'()'*+, is compensated the nominal dynamics of systems. Therefore $ %&'()'*+, can calculate as follows:
A simple solution to get the variable structure condition when the dynamic parameters have uncertainty is the switching control law:
thelyapunov formulation can be written as follows, First partis concentrated on remove the oscillation (chattering) in pure variable structure controller regard to linear boundary layer method. Boundary layer method is used to reduce or eliminate the chattering. The basic idea is change the irregular approach by saturation (linear) approach with small neighborhood of the switching surface. This change is resulted in the error performance increasing [3, 10] .
Where ∅ is the boundary layer thickness.Therefore, to have a smote control law, the saturation function M+N M ∅ O added to the control law:
Based on above discussion, the control law for an IC engine is written as [2, 10] :
Figure 3 is shown classical variable structure which eliminates the chattering using linear boundary layer method. Based on (Eq.4) and (Eq.12) the fuzzy backstepping filter is considered as
Based on (Eq.11) the formulation of fuzzy backstepping filter can be written as;
Where S V.Wcdeef = -1 + 24 + ∑ A _ `0 a 6 + 5
So, a MIMO fuzzy back stepping adaptive fuzzy estimation variable structure is very steady which it is one of the most significant challenges to plan a controller with appropriate retort.
Results
Variable structure controller (VSC) and developed MIMO fuzzy back stepping adaptive fuzzy estimator variable structure controller were tested to sinus response trajectory. The simulation was deployed and implemented in Matlab/Simulink software. Fuel ratio trajectory, disturbance rejection and error are evauated in these controllers. The analysis results revealed these systems are evaluated by band limited white noise having a predescribed 40% of relative to the input signal amplitude. This kind of noise is deployed to exterior annoyance in constant and hybrid systems.
Fuel ratio trajectory. Figure 3 shows the fuel ratio in VSC and proposed MIMO fuzzy backstepping adaptive fuzzy estimator variable structure controller without disturbance for sinus trajectory.
Disturbance rejection. Figure 4 is indicated the power disturbance removal in VSC and MIMO fuzzy backstepping adaptive fuzzy estimator variable structure controller. As mentioned before, VSC is one of the most important robust nonlinear controllers. Besides a band limited white noise with predefined of 40% the power of input signal is applied to the sinus VSC and MIMO fuzzy backstepping adaptive fuzzy estimator variable structure controller; it found slight oscillations in VSC trajectory responses.
Among above graph, relating to sinus trajectory following with external disturbance, VSC has slightly fluctuations. By comparing overshoot; MIMO fuzzy backstepping adaptive fuzzy estimator variable structure controller 's overshoot (0%) is lower than VSC's (12%). Errors in the model.MIMO fuzzy backstepping adaptive fuzzy estimator variable structure controller has lower error rate (refer to Table.1), VSC has oscillation tracking which causes chattering phenomenon at the presence of disturbances. Figure 5 is shown steady state and RMS error in VSC and MIMO fuzzy backstepping adaptive fuzzy estimator variable structure controller in presence of external disturbance. 
Conclusion
Refer to the study, a MIMO fuzzy back stepping adaptive fuzzy estimator variable structure controller design and application to IC engine has been developed to plan and design of lofty performance nonlinear controller in the attendance of uncertainties, exterior annoyances and Lyapunov based. Due to thepositive points invariable structure controller, fuzzy inference system and adaptive fuzzy back stepping methodology, it can be concluded that the variation laws is obtained in the Lyapunov sense. The closed-loop system stability is demonstrated precisely using Lyapunov method. The first goal of the developed method was to remove the chattering. A linear boundary layer method is deployed to answer this problem. The second goal achieved by this study is compensating the model ambiguity by MIMO fuzzy inference system. For the engine IC, k 0 is defined as membership functions for each input variable, fuzzy rules quantity deployed for every joint is K 0 resulting in a low calculation load. At the final section, fuzzy back stepping methodology with minimum rule base is deployed to online tuning. It attuned the fuzzy variable structure method and removed the chattering with least computational load. The performance is enhanced by deploying the variable structure advantage, artificial intelligence compensate method and adaptive algorithm while the weaknesses eliminated by adding each method to preceding method.
